
By using permeable materials the ground 
can capture water runo�, absorb it and clean it
during the process.

Permable Paving

Rainwater can be used for potable water
(drinking, cooking, bathing) or nonpotable 
uses such as landscape irrigation, livestock 
watering and washing. Collecting and using 
rainwater has numerous bene�ts, rangingfrom
improved waterquality to reduced stress on 
underground aquifers.

Rain Water Havesting

The water reclamation system, which takes your used
rainwater and recycles it for �ushing in your 
toilet and promises to save up to 6,000 gallons each year. 
Other than perhaps saving water in a bucket, the Aqus 
provides the simplest and most e�ective solution to 
reducing our water footprint.

Grey Water Toilet

Solar Panels
Solar Panels can help reduce the station’s cost 
and dependencecy on other forms of energy. 
This will bene�t the staion in times of crisis
when other energy sources are unavailable.

"Cool" roofs are lighter in color than traditional 
black asphalt or dark wood shingles and save
energy by re�ecting light and heat away rather 
than absorbingthem. This is known as "the albedo
e�ect," creating signi�cant energy savings 
from simply lightening thecolor of a roof.

Cool Roof
Low-e coatings have been developed to 
minimize the amount of ultraviolet and 
infrared light that can pass through glass 
without compromising the amount of 
visible light that is transmitted.

E-GlassGeothermal
Cooling/ Heating
The system will absorb heat 
from the station and transfers it 
to the underground loop where
 it is then absorbed by the 
cooler earth. The geothermal 
heat pump uses the cool water 
returning from the ground to 
create cool, dehumidi�ed air 
conditioning for the staion.

Concrete �oors shielded from the
sun will stay cool longer and can 
actually help lower air-conditioning
costs.

Thermal Concrete
Flooring

Tankless Water
Heater
Tankless water heaters heats water directly 
without the use of a storage tank. When a 
hot water tap is turned on, cold water 
travels through a pipe into the unit, saving the 
amount of gas needed comapred to usual hot
water heaters. 

Evacuation Platform
The Evacuation Platform will come in need during times of 
crisis when a multitude of people need to transprted to
a safer location or in a time when the station becomes 
unsafe to occupy.  

Texas Native 
Reclaimed Wood 
Reclaimed wood has a dense grain, making it more durable and
less prone to warping and splitting. Processing this wood has less 
impact on the environment than transporting and processing 
new wood.

Shading Devices
Shading Devices will dramatically reduce the 
station’s peak heat gain and cooling requirements
and improve the natural lighting quality of building
interiors. They will alsoimprove the visitors visual 
comfort by controlling glare andreducing contrast 
ratios.

Texas Native PlantsTexas Native Plants
The station’s landscape will be �lled with 
native Texas vegetaion and trees, such as:
the Texas Oak, Bigtooth Maple, and the Texas
sage.

Green Wall
Green walls can reduce the temperature of the wall surface, limiting the
movement of heat between walls. They cause this reduction by
trapping a layer of air within the plants, creating a bu�er against wind
during winter months.
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The quiver tree that grows in the Namib is a kind of aloe. Like the rest of its family, 
it has thick succulent leaves growing in a rosette, but these are hoisted twenty 
feet in the air, each at the end of a stumpy branch. That in itself is a way of
 escapingthe worst of the devastating heat and reducing the amount of moisture
 inevitably lost by evaporation from the surface of their leaves. The branches 
themselves are thickly covered in a �ne white powder. That too helps in keeping 
cool for it re�ects the sun's heat instead of absorbing it…The branches and trunk 
are �lled with a soft �bre that can hold a great quantity of water." The leafy rosettes
 of the quiver tree have less evaporative water loss because they are hoisted high in 
the air away from the desert �oor.

The White powder re�ects the heat of the sun 
while still obsorbing the sun’s light  for energy

Solar pannel shading divisor soaks up the energy
from the sun, while re�ecting of the heat and light 

Biomimicry 
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This proposal for a passenger station in the Brazos Valley has two option locations; the City of 
Waller and Roan’s Prairie. Texas has a long history of being a safe haven for many cultures, 
creating a melting pot and making it home to many. It also stands strong and independent in 
times of crisis. The design binds the new culture of the station with the rural area. The station is
designed to evolve as future development arises, to provide an experience that is uniquely 
Texan. This sustainable station will be a home and a safe haven to all who visit and become 
available for use during an emergency evacuation.  The building can withstand hurricane 
weather; with wind resistant windows, main equipment and upscale hotel on the upper levels 
(above any �ooding), along with o�-grid renewable energy back-ups.The Station’s 
sustainability goals and metrics are designed to meet The Living Building Challenge’s 
guidelines. These guidelines include;use of native Texas materials, glue-laminated wood 
framing structure, water and energy e�cient features. The station design was driven by ideas 
of Biomimicry. In the same way that the white Quiver tree keeps cool by re�ecting the heat 
while still absorbing energy from the sun, this station will use a white roof with a full solar 
panel array that absorbs the sun energy while re�ecting away the heat. The station will have 
four levels of program and hotel (south wing). Passengers board or depart from a centralized 
circulation core at the second (Dallas) and third (Houston) level. The second level includes a 
gallery, restaurant, and business center, while the third has a ballroom and a gym. The fourth 
level contains an arcade with access to the roof deck. The �rst level serves parking, car rental, 
main lobby, souvenir shop and farmer’s market.
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